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Determination of the values of hole-mixing coefficients due to interface and electric field
in GaAsÕAl xGa1ÀxAs superlattices
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Numerical calculations within the envelope function framework have been performed to analyze the rela-
tions between the magnitude of in-plane optical anisotropy and the values of the additional hole-mixing
coefficients due to interface and electric field in~001! symmetric GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattices for light
propagating along the@001# direction. It is found that the heavy- and light-hole states are mixed independently
by interface and electric field. The numeric results demonstrate that the line shape of the in-plane anisotropic
spectrum is determined by the ratio of the two hole-mixing coefficients. Theoretical analysis shows that with
the help of simple calculation of the anisotropy atk50, reliable values of the hole-mixing coefficients can be
determined by reflectance-difference spectroscopy~RDS! technique, demanding no tedious fitting of experi-
mental curves. The in-plane optical anisotropy measured by RDS provides a new method of getting the
information on buried interfaces through the value of the hole-mixing coefficient due to interface.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.115317 PACS number~s!: 78.66.Fd; 78.20.Bh; 78.20.Fm
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely believed that@001#-grown zinc-blende-base
superlattices have an isotropic linear optical response in
~001! plane. But giant in-plane optical anisotropy have be
observed in InxGa12xAs/InP, InxAl12xAs/InP, biased GaAs
AlAs quantum wells ~QW’s!, etc., for light propagating
along @001# axis and their existences have been proved
symmetry arguments.1–9 It is found that the lower symmetry
(C2v) of the chemical bond arrangement for interface ato
can introduce asymmetry in@001# direction, which will in-
duce anisotropy in~001! plane. Krebset al.10 consider that
the couplings of the heavy- and light-hole states at the m
zone center due to interface and external-potential-inver
asymmetries play a much stronger role in the anisotropy t
those due to the classical bulk-inversion asymmetry. Si
the classical envelope function theory~EFT! does not take
into account the details of interface bonding, people h
found ways to include the interface effects into the envelo
function framework: either through generalized bound
conditions as deduced by Ivchenko and Kaminski,2 or
through a perturbed scheme called ‘‘HBF model’’ as intro-
duced by Krebs and Voisin.3 They have the same form i
describing the coupling, and the mixing coefficient, rep
sented asP, can be considered as the magnitude of the
tential localized at the interface~named as interface poten
tial!. Although tight-binding calculations can naturally tak
into account the full symmetry properties, it employs soph
ticated computational methods that require extended run
time, and the relative contributions to the anisotropy of d
ferent asymmetries are not easily discernible. EFT is m
popular for its simple and reliable calculations. With the
terface potential model, it is very easy and straightforward
discuss the interface effects on the optical properties of Q
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within EFT. Since the quality of the interfaces is importa
for optoelectronic devices, control the quality of heteroint
faces and study of atomic-scale microstructural feature
interfaces are of interest. The in-plane optical anisotropy p
vides a new method of getting the information of buri
interfaces through the value ofP.

However, the origin of the interface potential is still und
discussion. There is great divergence on the value oP
among the models.2,3,11–14 No systematic experiment ha
been done to testify them. One of the blockages is how
describe the coupling atk50 due to the bulk term of the
electric field, which can strongly influence the anisotro
especially for CA-QW~the well and barrier materials share
common anion, such as GaAs/AlxGa12xAs). The point in
dispute is the mixing coefficient. Zhu and Chang15 and Kwok
et al.1 think that the mixing originates from converse piez
electric effects, while Krebset al.10,17 and Khurgin and
Voision16 hold that it originates from the potentialeFzbeing
incompatible with the cyclic boundary conditions used in t
k•p theory. There is a five-times difference between the t
models for GaAs/AlxGa12xAs interface. Very recently,
Foreman18 has derived the coefficient by extending the fo
malism of Luttinger to higher order.

Until now, most of the works used polarized photolum
nescence spectrum to study the anisotropy. Due to low s
sitivity and relatively large error, it is very difficult to find
out whether the allowed transitions of~001! CA-QW have
in-plane anisotropy or not. However, CA-QW’s are not
complex as NCA-QW’s~the well and barrier materials shar
no common atom, such as InxGa12xAs/InP QW), since the
left and the right interfaces are equivalent in CA-QW’s a
we need not deal with the additional electric field caused
the noncommutative band offset of NCA-QW’s. Recent
the in-plane optical anisotropy~on 1024 order! of the al-
©2001 The American Physical Society17-1
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lowed and the forbidden transitions in GaAs/AlxGa12xAs
and InxGa12xAs/GaAs QW’s have been observed b
reflectance-difference spectroscopy~RDS!.7,23 RDS is de-
signed to measure the small difference between the nor
incidence complex reflectance for two orthogonal directio
in the surface plane without rotating the polarizer or t
sample.19 Its resolution can be as high as 1025. One advan-
tage of RDS is its easiness in analyzing the line shap20

Generally, the values of the hole-mixing coefficients can
obtained by fitting the RDS curves. Therefore, with the h
of RDS, GaAs/AlxGa12xAs QW is the simplest system t
study the hole-mixing effects.

This paper is devoted to analyzing relations among
line shape of RDS, the values of the mixing coefficients d
to interface potential, and the electric field in~001!
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattices. We try to find out the mo
useful information from the measured RDS without doi
tedious calculations for fitting the experimental curves.
will be a guide on how to measure the values of hole-mix
coefficients in~001! CA-QW’s for future RDS experiments

II. CALCULATION DETAILS

The envelope function theory is used to calculate the
plane anisotropic-transition strength in ~001!
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattices for light propagating alon
@001# direction. The envelope functions and the energies
the electron and the hole are calculated by the method u
in Ref. 15 except that we do not take into account the b
inversion asymmetries, such as the lineark term, cubick3

term, ak term, and the Rashba term. For hole states, in
dition to 434 Luttinger HamiltonianHL ,21 a hole-mixing
HamiltonianH8 is used to describe the couplings of heav
and light-hole states due to the interface potential and
bulk term of the electric field. In order to deriveH8, the
coordination system is shown in Fig. 1~a!, the definition ofP
is show in Fig. 1~b!. Regardless of the divergence in th
theoretical models, the hole-mixing HamiltonianH8 has the
form3,7,11,14,17,18

H85FDF1p(
n

@d~z2d1/21nL!2d~z1d1/21nL!#G
3$JxJy% ~1!

FIG. 1. ~a! The coordinate system defined in calculations;~b!
the definition of P for the left and right interface in symmetri
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As, ~110!, etc., are the plane that the chemic
bonds As-Al/~Ga! lie in.
11531
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$JxJy%5S 0 i 0 0

2 i 0 0 0

0 0 0 i

0 0 2 i 0

D ,

whered1 is the well width andL is the period of the super
lattice. The bases are the same as those of Luttinger
Kohn;21 the sequence isu3

2,
3
2&; u3

2, 21
2&; u3

2
1
2&; u3

2, 23
2&. In Eq.

~1!, DF represents the mixing coefficient due to electric fie
For convenience,D symbolizes different mixing models
equal todd14516.2310210eV/cm/V for Zhu and Chang15

~d is the valence-deformation energy,d14 is piezoelectric
constant!, and to a/4)581.6310210eV cm/V for Krebs
et al.17 ~a is lattice constant!. If not stated specifically,D0
516.2310210eV cm/V is adopted in our calculations. Othe
parameters used15 are band-gap mismatchDEg51.155x
10.37x2 ~x is the composition of Al in AlxGa12xAs),
DEc /DEv560:40, the band gap of GaAsEg51.52 eV, Lut-
ting parameters:g156.85,g252.1, g352.9.

Because the interface potential and the bulk term of e
tric field have a remarkable distinction from the bulk inve
sion asymmetries in that the former can generate in-pl
anisotropy atk50, so far almost all theoretical investigation
are restricted to calculating the anisotropy atk50. But the
hole-mixing Hamiltonian is capable of coupling the heav
and light-hole states atkÞ0, the anisotropy spectra contrib
uted by all points ink space are calculated in our work b
sides the computation atk50. The dielectric function is ex-
pressed as

«511
pe2

m0
2v2«0V (

n,m
(

k
z^Fnue¢• p̂uCm& z2

3H 1

Enm2E2 iG
1

1

Enm1E1 iGJ ,

where Enm5En2Em and the transition strength spectra
expressed as

M5(
n,m

(
k

z^Fnue¢• p̂uCm& z2d~\v2Enm!. ~2!

The calculations are restricted to band-to-band transitions
Lorentzian function withG53 meV is used to simulate thed
function in Eq.~2!. Since excitonic effects are prominent
QW’s, we assume that the excitonic features are polarize
the same way as the corresponding band-to-b
transitions.10 The effects of the hole-mixing Hamiltonian o
the excitons will be discussed later.

III. DISCUSSIONS

A. Analysis of the reflectance-difference spectra

Generally, we should fit the experimental RDS curves
ing various values ofP and D. But it is a time-consuming
work because the divergence of the values ofP and D is
7-2
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DETERMINATION OF THE VALUES OF HOLE-MIXING . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 115317
great, the excitonic effects must be taken into account,
the magnitude of the built-in field should be determined
curately. Now we try to find out if we can pick up som
useful information from RDS without doing the tedious fi
ting work.

A GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattice sample consists of
GaAs substrate, a superlattice layer, and a cap layer.
normal-incidence complex reflectancer for this system is
given by

r 5
V341r 23exp~ i2w3!

11V34r 23exp~ i2w3!
~3!

with

Vi j 5
ñ j2ñi

ñ j1ñi
, w35

2pñ3d3

l
,

wherer 23 is the complex reflectance at the boundary betw
the cap layer and the superlattice layer; the indicesi and j
take the values 1, 2, 3, 4 for the substrate, superlattice,
and external medium~in our case is the air!, respectively;ñi
is the complex refractive index of thei th layer, d3 is the
thickness of the cap layer,l is the wavelength of the light
Since the bulk GaAs is isotropic and the surface is oxidiz
the only potential anisotropy comes from the superlatt
layer. By executing the differential calculations, we find th
Dr /r is proportional to the dielectric difference of the supe
lattice layerD«5«1102«11̄0 ,

Dr

r
523

r 1102r 11̄0

r 1101r 11̄0

5~a1 ib!D«

5~aD« r2bD« i !1 i ~aD« i !1bD« r) ~4!

a andb are complicated functions of the four refractive i
dices and the wavelength of the light. Equation~4! indicates
that both the real and the imaginary components ofDr /r are
linear combinations ofD« r andD« i . If we assume that the
transition matrix elements change slowly with wave vectok,
which is a crude approximation for superlattice, then we
D« i}(n,mDMnm(0)Jnm , whereJnm is the joint density of
states,D« r has similar expression asD« i . We can expect
that the features of RDS are controlled by the anisotrop
k50. Since we do not care about the absolute anisotropie
individual transitions at present, the line shape of the RDS
the most useful information, it may be determined by t
anisotropic-transition strength ratios atk50.

There is a special case ford2!l where Eq.~4! reduces to

Dr

r
5

4pd2 exp~ i2w3!

l~«121!
~D« i2 iD« r !

if the thickness of the cap layer can be neglected when c
pared to the wavelength of the light, the real part of the R
will be directly proportional toD« i , which in turn is propor-
tional to anisotropic-transition strength. We can comp
DM only to directly compare with the experimental RDS
11531
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B. Anisotropic-transition strength ratio at kÄ0

As typical RDS of GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattice has
prominent features in the spectral range between 1H1E
~1HH→1CB transition! and 1L1E, we will concentrate our
effort on these two transitions. Though the calculation ak
50 consumes little effort, we want to find out
DM1H1E(0)/DM1L1E(0) has some relation to theP/D ratio.
The analytical two-level approach has the advantage of
dence. In practice, five lowest hole states are included in
calculation.

If there is a heavy-hole state and a light-hole state, th
envelope functions and energies satisfy

F2
\2

2m0
~g122g2!

]2

]z2 1Vh~z!2eFzGFh5EhFh ,

F2
\2

2m0
~g112g2!

]2

]z2 1Vh~z!2eFzGFi5EiFi . ~5!

The hole-mixing Hamiltonian, treated as a perturbation, w
mix the two hole states and yield the anisotropic-transit
strength

DM56
2

)

w fHEf LE

A~EL2EH!214w2
~6!

~if EH,EL , the sign ‘‘1’’ is for heavy-hole state, ‘‘2’’ for
light hole state; while ifEH.EL , the signs are reversed!
where f HE ~or f LE) represents the overlap integral of th
electron and the heavy-hole~or light-hole! envelope func-
tions, w is the mixing strength of the heavy- and light-ho
states

w5w11w2

5DFE FHFLdz1P(
n

FFHS d1

2
1nLDFLS d1

2
1nLD

2FHS 2
d1

2
1nLDFLS 2

d1

2
1nLD G , ~7!

wherew1 is due to the bulk term of the field,w2 is due to
interface potential. Since the envelope functions appro
mately retain their parity at weak field, the bulk term of th
field, being an even function ofz, couples the heavy- and
light-hole states of the same parity; while the interface p
tential, being an odd function, couples the states of oppo
parity. Since 1HH; 1LH, 2HH levels are close to each oth
but far away from the others, as to 1L1E

DM1L1E52
2

)

w1f 1H1Ef 1L1E

A~E1L2E1H!214w1
2

1
2

)

w2f 1L1Ef 2H1E

A~E2H2E1L!214w2
2

>2
2

)

w1f 1H1Ef 1L1E

E1L2E1H
1

2

)

w2f 1L1Ef 2H1E

E2H2E1L
.

~8!
7-3
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In the last equation, it is assumed thatw1!E1L2E1H and
w2!E2H2E1L . Becausew1}D andw2}P, Eq. ~5! shows
explicitly that the field and the interface potential mix th
heavy- and light-hole states independently, which will gi
us a special benefit to find out the relation between the r
DM1H1E(0)/DM1L1E(0) and the ratioP/D.

At a given electric field, based on the values ofD0 andP0
given by a certain model, it is easy to compute t
anisotropic-transition strengths of the two transitions~repre-
sented byAi andBi for 1H1E and 1L1E, respectively! for
two special cases:~1! D5D0 , P50; ~2! D50, P5P0 .
Then for arbitraryD and P, the corresponding anisotropic
transition strengths~represented byA and B! are the linear
combinations of the two cases:A5xA11yA2 and B5xB1
1yB2 , with D5xD0 , P5yP0 (x>0); and for the sake o
convenience, we introduceA1 /B152c, A1 /A25a, B1 /B2
5b.

BecauseAi , Bi andA,B are functions of the electric field
a,b, andc are functions of the field. We find that the aniso
ropy ratio and the ratioP/D has the relation

B

A
52

xb1y

xa1y

a

cb
52

x01b

x01a

a

cb

or x052
@c~B/A!11#ab

bc~B/A!1a
~9!

with x05y/x. With Eq. ~9!, it is convenient to obtain the
ratio DM1L1E /DM1H1E at arbitrary values ofP,D and at
arbitrary electric field. It is evident that the rati
DM1L1E /DM1H1E is determined by the ratioP/D. We can
get some useful information from Eq.~9! ~1! only if 2a
,x0,2b, thenDM1H1E andDM1L1E have the same sign
~2! whenx052a, DM1H1E50, therefore asx0 approaches
to 2a, DM1L1E /DM1H1E will be much greater than 1; an
for x0 approaches to2b, DM1H1E /DM1L1E will be much
greater than 1.

C. Anisotropy contributed by all kÅ0

In this subsection we will present some qualitative ana
ses of whether the anisotropy contributed by allkÞ0
changes the features atk50 or not.

GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattices have similar valenc
subband structure, as shown in Fig. 2. At points away fr
the zone center, 1HH level has an increasing light-hole co
ponent. According to Eq.~6!, the light-hole component will
decrease the anisotropy intensity of 1HH state. The hea
hole component of 1LH level does the same thing to 1
state. That is, the anisotropy intensity will decrease ask in-
creases. Since the dispersion curves of 1HH and 1LH le
are quite flat around the zone center and are separated
the other levels, the anisotropy approximately maintains
value atk50. Therefore, the anisotropy peak value can
written as DM (0)Jmax, where the joint density of state
~JDOS! J is a steplike function and in an infinite quantu
well every transition has an equal JDOS. But there is a p
at the edge of JDOS of 1LH level, it is estimated that
11531
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max /J1H1E

max ,1.5. We can conclude that the anisotropy-pe
ratio DM1L1E /DM1H1E is governed by the same ratio atk
50.

It should be noticed that the above argument is not s
able for all transitions, such as 2H1E transition. Althou
2H1E has considerable anisotropy atk50, the dispersion
curve of 2HH level changes more quickly than 1HH a
1LH levels, and its strong coupling to 3HH state atkÞ0 can
change the feature of the anisotropy atk50.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A GaAs/AlAs superlattice is used for study. The sample
grown by MBE on a semi-insulating~001! GaAs substrate,
after a 0.5mm GaAs buffer layer is deposited, 60 periods
GaAs(51Å)/AlAs(51 Å) well/barrier are grown, then it is
ended by a 200 Å GaAs cap layer. Since it is intentiona
undopped, the built-in electric field is weak. Its RDS~shown
in Fig. 3! has typical line shape of GaAs/AlxGa12xAs super-
lattice: the imaginary part has one positive peak and
negative peak in the spectral range between 1H1E and 1

FIG. 2. Valence-band structure along the@100# direction in a
GaAs~51 Å!/AlAs~51 Å! superlattice.

FIG. 3. Experimental reflectance-difference spectra of
GaAs~51 Å!/AlAs~51 Å! superlattice measured at room
temperature.
7-4
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transitions which implies that 1H1E and 1L1E have oppos
anisotropy, and the line shape of the real part is almost
the derivative of the imaginary part.

From Fig. 3, we obtain the anisotropy-peak-intensity
tios

Re~Dr /r !1L1E

Re~Dr /r !1H1E
521.15,

Im~Dr /r !1L1E

Im~Dr /r !1H1E
521.40;

these two ratios are slightly different, but it show
clearly that the anisotropy of 1L1E is only slightly great
than that of 1H1E. For the line shape is not very sensit
to the anisotropy-peak ratio, we estimate th
DM1L1E(0)/DM1H1E(0) will be in the range~22, 21!.

Now we know the range thatDM1L1E(0)/DM1H1E(0) is
limited to, then we will work out the corresponding ratio
P/D by Eq.~9!. As the field is weak, the anisotropy-intensi
ratio no longer depends on the field strength. We takeF
553103 V/cm as an example to perform the calculations.
the computations, we assume thatD0516.2
310210eV cm/V, corresponding to the model of Zhu an
Chang15 and Kwoket al.1 As to P0 , Krebset al.17 have writ-
ten the interface potential for GaAs/AlAs asP0
5a0DV/2)581.6 meV nm; Chenet al.12 derived an inter-
face potential from the interface strain asP05dd14VAHE
51.46 meV nm (VAHE50.09 eV for GaAs/AlAs, is the aver
aged hybrid-energy difference of the interface!. We adopt
P051.46 meV nm in this work. The changing tendency
the anisotropy-intensity ratioDM1L1E(0)/DM1H1E(0) ver-
sus the hole-mixing-coefficient ratioP/D is shown in Fig. 4.
It is quickly obtained thatx0 should be in the range~0, 5!.

To test the validity of our method, we have calculated
anisotropic-transition-strength spectra~shown in Fig. 5! con-
tributed by all points ink space (ki,4p/L) at the condition
D5D0 , P51.3P0 . It gives an anisotropic-transition
strength ratioDM1L1E /DM1H1E51.2 slightly smaller than
the corresponding ratio atk50 that is 1.4. The detailed ca
culations demonstrate that the mixing atki50 indeed have

FIG. 4. Calculated changing tendency of the anisotropy inten
ratio DM1L1E(0)/DM1H1E(0) versus the hole-mixing coefficient
ratio x05^P/D&/^P0 /D0& under an field of 5000 V/cm in GaAs~51
Å!/AlAs~51 Å! superlattice withD0516.2310210 eV cm/V, P0

514.6 meV Å, shown in the inset is a complete picture.
11531
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contribution to the total anisotropy, the predominant porti
comes from a smaller range of wave vectork (ki,2p/L);
the averaged anisotropy near the zone center is almos
same asDM (0); when ki is far away from the center, the
anisotropy can be quite different from that atk50 due to
complicated coupling. But for 1H1E and 1L1E transitio
the features ofDM (0) are not affected by the largeki points.
Though the individual anisotropy spectra of the two tran
tions partly overlap, the features ofDM (0) still show evi-
dent embodiment in the spectra and the ratio
DM1L1E /DM1H1E is similar to that atk50.

Finally, we present the calculated RDS in Fig. 6. Wh
x050, only the imaginary part has similar line shape as
experiment@Fig. 6~a!#, and it gives an anisotropy-peak rat
slightly smaller than the experiment. Asx0 increases, the rea
part of the calculated RDS becomes similar to the exp
mental curve. Forx051.3 @Fig. 6~b!#, the calculated resul
agrees with the experimental line shape both for the real
and the imaginary part; if we take into account the excito
effects, the anisotropy intensities will be improved by 5–
times24 and the linewidth will agree with the experiment to
Whenx0 is greater than 5@Fig. 6~c!#, both the two parts of
the calculated RDS give an intensity ratio much larger th
that from the experiment, and the calculated line shapes
quite different from the experiment.

Our method is proved to be efficient to determine t
range that the ratioP/D is limited to. The line shape of the
RDS is determined by the ratioP/D. The exact values ofP
and D will not be achieved unless fitting the experimen
Even so, the determination of the range thatx0 limited to will
greatly reduce the computational efforts, which is helpful
nondestructive probe of interfaces.

V. GaAsÕAl xGa1ÀxAs SUPERLATTICES WITH
HOMOGENEOUS IN-PLANE STRAIN

In Bir-Pikus strained Hamiltonian,22 if only «xyÞ0, then
the strain HamiltonianH« has the same form as the hol
mixing HamiltonianH«5d«xy$JxJy%. It implies that if there
is a homogeneous in-plane strain in the symme

ty
FIG. 5. Calculated anisotropic transition strength spec

of a GaAs~51 Å!/AlAs~51 Å! superlattice with D516.2
310210 eV cm/V, P051.3314.6 meV Å,F55000 V/cm.
7-5
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CA-QW’s, the anisotropy cannot be zero even if there is
electric field. Similar to the bulk term of electric field,H«

couples the heavy- and light-hole states of the same pa
and a strain as small as 2.731026 can produce an anisotrop
as large as that produced by a 104 V/cm field if we adopt
D5dd14 (d14522.7310210cm/V). If the hole-mixing
strength due to the strain is much smaller thanuEH2ELu, we
find again that the strain, the electric field, and the interf
potential mix the heavy- and light-hole states independen
It should be noticed that the anisotropy due to the strain

FIG. 6. Calculated reflectance-difference spectra~both the
imaginary part and the real part! of a GaAs~51 Å!/AlAs~51 Å!
superlattice with different hole-mixing coefficient ratiox0 .
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ty,

e
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n

be opposite to that due to the field, which may help us
determine the values ofD andP. Applying the same proce
dure as is used in Sec. III B, we additionally compute t
anisotropic-transition strengths of 1H1E~represented byA3)
and 1L1E ~represented byB3) at a fixed strain«xy

0 and a
given electric field withD5P50. For arbitrary strain«xy

5z«xy
0 , we have A5xA11yA21zA3 and B5xB11yB2

1zB3 . If we alter the magnitude of the strain at a fixed fie
or alter the magnitude of the field at a fixed strain, we fi
that the anisotropic-transition strength can be tuned to z
~shown in Fig. 7!. Instead of calculating the approxima
value ofA/B at a fixed strain and the field, we can find o
the magnitudes of the strain and the field satisfyingA50 or
B50 in the experiments and obtain a system of two line
equations~x andy are the unknown parameters!

xA1~F1!1yA2~F1!1z1A3~F1!50,

xB1~F1!1yB2~F1!1z2B3~F1!50

or

FIG. 7. ~a! The field-dependent anisotropy atk50 for 1H1E
and 1L1E transitions with fixed in-plane strain;~b! the strain-
dependent anisotropy atk50 for 1H1E and 1L1E transitions with
a fixed field in GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As superlattice~solid lines are
for P588 meV Å, dash lines for P54.4 meV Å, D516.2
310210 eV cm/V.
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xA1~F1!1yA2~F1!1z1A3~F1!50,

xA1~F2!1yA2~F2!1z2A3~F2!50.

The solution of either of these two systems will yield reliab
values ofP andD. Liarokapiset al.24 have developed a new
stress-inducing device to determine the electron and pho
deformation potential of thin layers and layered structur
The device can produce the in-plane strain that we w
They have found that RDS is very sensitive to small amou
of strain.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The in-plane anisotropy transition strengths
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs superlattice have been calculated with
the envelope function theory, which includes the mixing
s

v

d

y

y

i

y

1153
e

on
s.
nt.
ts

n
n
f

heavy- and light-hole states due to interface potential a
electric field. Detailed analyses demonstrate that the ra
P/D is limited to is determined by the line shape of RDS
the spectral range between 1H1E and 1L1E transitions o
The calculations show that the reliable values ofP and D
will be achieved experimentally with the presence of a tu
able in-plane strain«xy or an electric field along@001# the
direction.
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